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"The authors carefully considered how to thoughtfully and meaningfully integrate data analytics into the financial
accounting course, and are pleased to provide the following data analytics resources. Data Analytics and DecisionMaking The text provides numerous discussions on how decision-makers are increasingly relying on data analytics to
make decisions using accounting information. Accounting software systems collect vast amounts of data about a
company's economic events as well as its suppliers and customers. Business decision-makers take advantage of this
wealth of data by using data analytics to gain insights and therefore make more informed business decisions. Data
analytics involves analyzing data, often employing both software and statistics, to draw inferences. As both data access
and analytical software improve, the use of data analytics to support decisions is becoming increasingly common at
virtually all types of companies"-The 2019 reference for the interpretation and application of the latest international standards Wiley IFRS® Standards
2019 is a revised and comprehensive resource that includes the information needed to interpret and apply the most
recent International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS®) as outlined by the International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB). This accessible resource contains a wide range of practical examples as well as invaluable guidance on the
expanding framework for unified financial reporting. The authors provide IFRIC interpretations and directions designed to
ensure a clear understanding of the most recent standards. The IFRS® standards are ever evolving, therefore it is
essential that professionals and students have the information needed to apply the standards correctly in real-world
cases. Wiley IFRS® Standards 2019 offers a complete, up-to-date reference that aids in the application of the latest
international standards in a manner that is transparent, accountable and efficient. This edition includes IFRS 9 Financial
Instruments; IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers; IFRS 16 Leases and amendments issued and effective
for annual periods beginning on or after 01 January 2018 and 01 January 2019 as issued by the IASB by 30 June 2018.
This edition also includes some introductory guidance for IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts and incorporates the revised
Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting 2018. This important guide is written by the people passionate about
IFRS® at PKF International. PKF International consists of over 400 offices, operating in 150 countries across five
regions. PKF International specialises in providing high quality audit, accounting, tax, and business advisory solutions to
international and domestic organisations around the globe. PKF International is a global family of legally independent
firms bound together by a shared commitment to quality, integrity and the creation of clarity in a complex regulatory
environment. PKF International is a member of the Forum of Firms – an organisation dedicated to consistent and highquality standards of financial reporting and auditing practices worldwide. www.pkf.com. PKF International Limited
administers a family of legally independent firms and does not accept any responsibility or liability for the actions or
inactions of any individual member or correspondent firm or firms. All rights reserved.
Taxmann's PROBLEMS & SOLUTION for Financial Reporting has been specially designed for students & professionals.
The unique feature of this book is in terms of dividing each Ind AS into various parts and sections so that one can
approach Ind AS in a systematic & comprehensive manner. This book will benefit students studying CA (Final) level of
Institute of Chartered Accountants of India ('ICAI'). This book can be used for Group I - Paper I (Financial Reporting) and
Group II – Paper IV (GFRS). It can also be used for other professional courses. The Present Publication is the 3rd Edition
amended by the Companies (Ind AS) Amendment Rules for CA-Final | New Syllabus, authored by CA Kapileshwar
Bhalla, with the following noteworthy features: • Strictly as per the New Syllabus of ICAI • Coverage of this book
includes: ? All Past Exam Questions § CA (Final) – July 2021 Exam | New Syllabus | Guidelines Answers ? Questions
from Education Material/Ind AS Bulletins/RTPs & MTPs of ICAI ? Questions based on Amendments as per Companies
(Ind AS) Amendment Rules, 2020 ? Additional questions based on Ind AS 38 ? New additional problems & solutions are
given in a separate booklet • [Enabling Students to Acquire Conceptual Base through Variety of Questions] In each
chapter, various sections (with Para No. references of the Ind AS) have been kept so that the students understand the
types of problems they can confront in the exam • [Layout of each Chapter] is as follows: ? [Graded Problems] From
simple problems to advanced problems, they are arranged in a chronological manner ? [Logical Flow] Each chapter is
further sub-divided into various sections to develop the concepts in a logical flow ? [Table of Index] Each Chapter has a
'table of index' for quick reference – indicating the no. of questions in each section and para no. of Ind AS Also Available:
• [7th Edition] of Taxmann's Students' Guide to Ind ASs • [5th Edition] of Taxmann's Financial Reporting (Set of 2 Vols.)
• [4th Edition] of Taxmann's CRACKER cum Exam Guide on Financial Reporting (New Syllabus) • [1st Edition] of
Taxmann's CLASS NOTES on Financial Reporting The contents of this book are as follows: • Ind AS-1 | Presentation of
Financial Statements • Roadmap for Implementation of Ind AS • Ind AS-34 | Interim Financial Reporting • Ind AS-7 |
Statement of Cash Flows • Ind AS-115 | Revenue from Contracts with Customers • Ind AS-8 | Accounting Policies,
Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors • Ind AS-10 | Events after the Reporting Period • Ind AS-113 | Fair Value
Measurement • Ind AS-20 | Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of Government Assistance • Ind AS-102 |
Share-Based Payments • Ind AS-101 | First Time Adoption of Ind AS • Ind AS-2 | Inventories • Ind AS-16 | Property,
Plant & Equipment • Ind AS-116 | Leases • Ind AS-23 | Borrowing Costs • Ind AS-36 | Impairment of Assets • Ind AS-38
| Intangible Assets • Ind AS-40 | Investment Property • Ind AS-105 | Non-Currents Assets Held for Sale and
Discontinued Operations • Ind AS-41 | Agriculture • Ind AS-19 | Employee Benefit • Ind AS-37 | Provisions, Contingent
Liabilities and Contingent Assets • Ind AS-12 | Income Taxes • Ind AS-21 | The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange
Rates • Ind AS-24 | Related Party Disclosures • Ind AS-33 | Earnings Per Share • Ind AS-108 | Operating Segments •
Ind AS-32, 109 and 107 | Financial Instruments – Presentation, Recognition and Measurement and Disclosures • Ind
AS-103 | Business Combination and Corporate Restructuring • Ind AS-110 | Consolidated Financial Statements • Ind
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AS-111 | Joint Agreements • Ind AS-28 | Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures • Ind AS-27 | Separate Financial
Statements • Integrated Reporting • Corporate Social Responsibility • Questions based on Amendments as per the
Companies (Ind AS) Amendment Rules 2020 • Additional Questions based on Ind AS 38 • COVID Impact on Financial
Statements
"UK GAAP Financial Statement Disclosure Manual offers up-to-date and practical, real-life examples of the disclosure
requirements needed to ensure compliance with UK GAAP and companies' legislation"-"Introduction to Financial Statements Knowing the numbers is sometimes even a matter of corporate survival. Consider
the story of Columbia Sportswear Company, headquartered in Portland, Oregon. Gert Boyle's family fled Nazi Germany
when she was 13 years old and then purchased a small hat company in Oregon, Columbia Hat Company. In 1971, Gert's
husband, who was then running the company, died suddenly. Gert took over the small, struggling company with help
from her son Tim, who was then a senior at the University of Oregon. Somehow, they kept the company afloat. Today,
Columbia has more than 4,000 employees and annual sales in excess of $1 billion. Its brands include Columbia,
Mountain Hardwear, Sorel, and Montrail. Employers such as Columbia Sportswear generally assume that managers in all
areas of the company are "financially literate." To help prepare you for that, in this text you will learn how to read and
prepare financial statements, and how to use key tools to evaluate financial results using basic data analytics."-Written by Steven Collings, winner of Accounting Technician of the Year at the British Accountancy Awards 2011, this
book deals with the significant changes auditing has undergone in recent years, due in large part to well-publicised
corporate disasters such as Enron and Parmalat, which have shaken the profession. In response, many countries have
replaced pre-existing domestic standards with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) in an attempt to ensure that
auditors throughout the world apply the same level of standards during all audit assignments, and that audit quality
remains consistent on a global basis. International Standards on Auditing are frequently updated to improve and clarify
their application throughout the audit and accounting profession. They can be extremely complex and difficult to apply in
real life situations. It is essential to apply the standards with sufficient rigor to enable an efficient audit to take place, to
satisfy the regulators and ensure that the client receives and audit which is beneficial, cost effective, and which conforms
to the prescribed framework; however, auditors are often criticised for failing to do so. Recognising that auditing is not
always an exact science, and that in many cases the auditor is called upon to make a judgement in situations open to
differing opinions, this book takes a practical and pragmatic approach to following International Standards on Auditing.
Steve Collings looks at the full ISAs in their final form, as reissued following the IAASB 'Clarity Project', and give auditors
guidance on how to interpret and apply them in real life situations. Each redrafted or rewritten ISA is dealt with in a
separate chapter, containing case studies and illustrative examples. The book also covers the regulatory framework of
auditing and gives a summary of the five ethical standards applicable to auditors, as mapped by the IAASB. Detailed
appendices provide an overview of IFRS and IAS, illustrative audit tests and illustrative financial statements.
'International Financial Reporting' delivers a focused, user-friendly introduction to international financial reporting and how to implement the
IASB standards for undergraduate students. With more than 140 countries in the world now using international financial reporting standards
(IFRSr Standards), knowledge of the standards issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASBr) is vital to students' success
in financial accounting. Melville's International Financial Reporting employs a practical, applied approach in exploring and explaining the key
international standards. With a focus on how to implement the standards, this text delivers a focused, user-friendly introduction to
international financial reporting. Renowned for clear and concise language, this seventh edition brings the book completely up-to-date with
international standards issued as of 1 January 2019.
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL REPORTING: A Practical Guide “If the accounting student was only to purchase one textbook in their student
lives then it should without a doubt be Melville’s International Financial Reporting” Raymond Holly, Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology
(Ireland) With more than 120 countries in the world now using international financial reporting standards (IFRS), knowledge of the standards
issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) is vital to students’ success in financial accounting. Melville’s International
Financial Reporting employs a practical, applied approach in exploring and explaining the key international standards. With a focus on how to
implement the standards, this text delivers a focused, user-friendly introduction to international financial reporting. Renowned for clear and
concise language, this fifth edition brings the book completely up-to-date with international standards issued as of 1 January 2015. Key
features Unique practical approach Class-tested by professional and degree students Worked examples with solutions in every chapter
Chapter-end exercises featuring questions from past exam papers of key professional accountancy bodies Visit
www.pearsoned.co.uk/melville for our suite of resources to accompany this textbook, including a complete solutions guide, PowerPoint slides
for each chapter and opportunities for extra practice. Alan Melville FCA BSc Cert Ed. is a best-selling author. Previously a Senior Lecturer at
Nottingham Trent University, he has many years’ experience of teaching accounting and financial reporting.
Financial Statements for Limited Companies WorkbookAAT Financial Statements of Limited CompaniesCourse Book
The realm of corporate reporting has shifted significantly since the 7th edition of this book was published. With the world becoming an ever
smaller place, the need for a set of global reporting standards has become all the more pressing. To this end two major frameworks have
emerged as the flag bearers of global financial reporting standards viz International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and US GAAP. The
former has been mandatory for all companies listed on the JSE Securities Exchange Limited (JSE) since 2005. The differential framework
ties in well with the recent amendments to the Companies Act in the form of the Corporate Laws Amendment Act (CLAA). The CLAA marks
the first phase of Corporate Law reform in South Africa and aims to introduce, amongst other reforms, differential reporting for limited interest
companies as defined, to ease the burden of financial reporting on entities where external use of financial information is limited. It will be
followed by the new Companies Act which is currently at the Bill stage. The CLAA has an effective date of 14 December 2007. The disclosure
requirements set out in this book apply to South African enterprises. They can therefore be applied to companies, close corporations, trusts
and partnerships, irrespective of differences in capital structure. Enterprises which are subsidiaries of foreign parent companies may also be
required to prepare their financial statements in a format, and with disclosure, that complies with reporting standards abroad. This could lead
to disclosure additional to that required in South Africa as set out in this book.
Want to become an accountant? Own a small business but need help balancing your books? Worried about managing your finances under
the cloud of the recession? This hands-on workbook gets you up to speed with the basics of business accounting, including reading financial
reports, establishing budgets, controlling cash flow, and making wise financial decisions. The question and answer sections encourage you to
find your own solutions to challenging accounting problems - and there's plenty of space to scribble your workings out! Accounting Workbook
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For Dummies is the only book that makes truly light work of the financial fundamentals that many businesspeople try to bluff their way through
every day. Accounting Workbook For Dummies, UK Edition covers: Part I: Business Accounting Basics Chapter 1: Elements of Business
Accounting Chapter 2: Financial Effects of Transactions Chapter 3: Getting Started in the Bookkeeping Cycle Chapter 4: The Bookkeeping
Cycle: Adjusting and Closing Entries Part II: Preparing Financial Statements Chapter 5: The Effects and Reporting of Profit Chapter 6:
Reporting Financial Condition in the Balance Sheet Chapter 7: Coupling the Profit & Loss Statement and Balance Sheet Chapter 8: Reporting
Cash Flows and Changes in Owners' Equity Chapter 9: Choosing Accounting Methods Part III: Managerial, Manufacturing, and Capital
Accounting Chapter 10: Analysing Profit Behavior Chapter 11: Manufacturing Cost Accounting Chapter 12: Figuring Out Interest and Return
on Investment Part IV: The Part of Tens Chapter 13: Ten Things You Should Know About Business Financial Statements Chapter 14: A TenPoint Checklist for Management Accountants Main changes in the UK edition include: UK Accounting practice Currency UK institutions Inland Revenue and Customs and Excise etc National Insurance, PAYE UK taxation and VAT Partnerships and Limited company information
UK legal practice UK specific forms UK specific case studies
By setting out and explaining the financial statements of a fictitious company, Manufacturing Company Limited, the author helps people with
no accounting knowledge to understand the basic concepts of accounting disclosure and to appreciate their value.

A valuable resource for students preparing for certification, registered accountants and auditors, and financial personnel
in various businesses, this is the 9th updated edition of a classic auditing text. Integrating theory with practice and
application, it is up-to-date with the field's recent and gradual transition from self-regulation to external auditing and
supervision.
Including UK GAAP amendments arising from the FRC's recent triennial review, this book takes the theory contained in
accounting standards, auditing standards and company law and shows how to put it into practice with the help of
examples, case studies and real-life excerpts from financial statements. The aim of the book is not only to inform
practitioners what the new standards say, but to interpret the meaning, analyse the differences between old and new
GAAP and show the impact of these differences on the financial statements. The book also covers: Companies Act 2006
and related statutory instruments FRS 102 The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and the Republic of
Ireland (September 2015 and March 2018) FRS 105 The Financial Reporting Standard applicable to the Micro-entities
regime (July 2015 and March 2018) Requirements of International Financial Reporting Standards 2016 Auditing
Standards (ISA (UK) 200 – ISA (UK) 805, including June 2016 revisions and July 2017 updates)
"IFRS SYSTEM evolved out of Financial Reporting Specialists? (FRS, www.frsgroup.com.au) need for a superior
automated financial reporting tool. In 2004 when FRS were looking for a tool that could assist them to prepare client?s
financial reports, they were unable to find one that did everything to the high standard required. They solved the problem
by internally developing IFRS SYSTEM. Since 2004 IFRS SYSTEM has undergone extensive development and testing
and it has been used successfully to prepare interim and annual financial reports for hundreds of clients. IFRS SYSTEM
has now evolved into a ?commercially ready? application and in addition to its core financial reporting application, IFRS
SYSTEM also offers other software, tools and books. IFRS SYSTEM products were marketed for the first time in 2010
and these products have quickly established themselves in leading accounting and auditing firms as well as large and
small companies."--Publisher's website.
Accounting standards in the UK and Republic of Ireland are going through a radical change. This book outlines the
changes concerned, how they affect companies, what differences exist between the new and the old rules and what
practitioners and directors should be aware of in producing financial statements for statutory purposes. To aid this theory,
numerous worked examples and illustrative model accounts are included to help preparers understand how these
changes should be implemented.Practitioners and preparers of accounts need to be fully versed in the changes to
accounting practice and the stumbling blocks to avoid under the new rules. Each chapter contains a 'Pitfalls to avoid'
section as well as a 'Chapter summary' to help preparers to understand the key differences. Invariably, if the accounts
themselves are incorrect due to a misunderstanding of the new treatments, the resulting tax will be incorrect.UK Financial
Statements: Presentation and Disclosure Requirements provides a comprehensive overview of the new reporting
regimes in the UK and Republic of Ireland. Written by an expert in UK company financial reporting issues, it includes
illustrative financial statements, model disclosures and the structure of the primary statements under new UK GAAP
andEU-adopted IFRS. The appendices also contain useful disclosure checklists.The book is ideal for: Practitioners
dealing with all types of companies Tax advisers Company directors Students studying for professional
examinationsCoverage includes:Introduction;Overview of the revised Companies Act 2006;Summary of new UK GAAP
and emerging issues and how to deal with them;Overview of small and micro-entity reporting requirements;Sample microentity financial statements;Sample small company financial statements;Sample medium-sized company financial
statements;Sample large (unlisted) company financial statements;Sample EU-adopted IFRS financial
statements;Abridged and adapted financial statements;Consolidated financial statements - overview of the
requirements;Sample consolidated financial statements prepared to UK GAAP;Sample consolidated financial statements
prepared to EU-adopted IFRS;Auditing financial statement disclosures.Appendices include: Disclosure checklists for
micro-entities, small companies, medium-sized companies, large companies and EU-endorsed IFRS.
Passcards provide all the knowledge required for the Financial Statements of Limited Companies unit. Passcards are A6,
spiral bound revision aids which students can carry to revise wherever, whenever. Features include: topics presented in
the same order as the Course Book, ability to focus on tricky syllabus areas, aid revision by giving clear, visual emphasis
to key points, suitable for both paper and computer based exams. Our materials and online equivalents will help ensure
you are ready for your assessments and prepared for your career in accounting.
Wiley Interpretation and Application of IFRS® Standards The 2021 reference for the interpretation and application of the
latest international standards Wiley IFRS® Standards 2021 is a revised and comprehensive resource that includes the
information needed to interpret and apply the most recent International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS®) as
outlined by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). This accessible resource contains a wide range of
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practical examples as well as invaluable guidance on the expanding framework for unified financial reporting. The
authors provide IFRIC interpretations and directions designed to ensure a clear understanding of the most recent
standards. The IFRS® standards are ever evolving, therefore it is essential that professionals and students have the
information needed to apply the standards correctly in real-world cases. Wiley IFRS® Standards 2021 offers a complete,
up-to-date reference that aids in the application of the latest international standards in a manner that is transparent,
accountable and efficient. This edition includes IFRS 9 Financial Instruments; IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with
Customers; IFRS 16 Leases and amendments issued and effective for annual periods beginning on or after 01 January
2020 as issued by the IASB by 30 June 2020. This edition also includes some introductory guidance for IFRS 17
Insurance Contracts and incorporates the revised Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting 2018. This guide is
written by the people passionate about IFRS® at PKF International. PKF International member firms specialise in
providing high quality audit, accounting, tax, and business advisory solutions to international and domestic organisations
around the globe. PKF International is a member of the Forum of Firms – an organisation dedicated to consistent and
high-quality standards of financial reporting and auditing practices worldwide. www.pkf.com. PKF International Limited
administers a family of legally independent firms and does not accept any responsibility or liability for the actions or
inactions of any individual member or correspondent firm or firms. All rights reserved.
Are you looking for an engaging, decision-focussed approach to financial reporting that encourages students to develop their interpretative
skills? Building on the success of the first edition, this textbook takes a 'how, why, what' approach to financial accounting, interwoven in each
chapter. From chapter one, students understand how financial information is prepared and presented, why it is prepared and presented in this
way, and what the resulting financial information means for users. Designed for students taking a step beyond their introductory financial
accounting training, the textbook equips them with all the key tools they will require when they enter professional practice. Reflective of the
latest International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and International Accounting Standards (IAS), this textbook delivers concise, clear
explanations of all the key issues in accounting standards that students need to know. Content maps to professional accounting body syllabi,
making this the perfect choice for accounting courses which offer exemptions. Chapters are rich with 3 types of examples to enhance
understanding: - Illustrative examples of real-world situations; - Worked examples demonstrating the calculation of figures required for
financial statements; - Extracts from company annual reports demonstrate how the theory relates to financial reporting in practice. More
engaging, more balanced, and more applied than other offerings, this is exactly the textbook your financial reporting students need! An
extensive Online Resource Centre accompanies the textbook and includes: For students: DT Solutions to all the end-of-chapter questions in
the book including walkthroughs of solutions to key questions; DT Additional graded questions including professional body questions; DT
Additional interpretative case studies based on real-life companies; DT A guided tour through a company report DT Specific study skills tips
for accounting students For lecturers: DT Customisable PowerPoint slides DT Solutions to all the additional online questions DT Outline
solutions to the interpretative case studies DT Group discussion questions
An essential text for the AAT Level 4 Diploma in Accounting (Financial Performance). This text contains practice examinations with answers,
helping the student to prepare for the exam.
This volume, More Accounting Changes, is a revised and updated edition of Herz’s earlier work, reflecting: developments in financial
reporting; global developments regarding the use of International Financial Reporting Standards; current efforts at disclosure modernization
and simplification by the SEC and FASB; and more developments in the field.
Accounting irregularities are at the heart of those kinds of frauds that hit financial statements and include misstatement, misclassification as
well as misrepresentation. This book provides an in-depth practical reference for those professionals who need to understand, prevent and
combat against accounting irregularities in financial statements.
????????:?????????????????????????9??
Small Company Financial Reporting, Second Edition provides comprehensive and practical guidance on the small companies' financial
reporting framework and the micro-entities legislation. Its aim is to help those using the current standards by explaining the recognition,
measurement and presentation requirements of UK GAAP and company law as well as bringing this theory to life through the use of real-life
examples and model accounts. Written by a specialist on small company reporting issues, it outlines the theory of the current UK GAAP
regime, and explains why transactions and events affecting the financial statements are disclosed in a certain way, to enable preparers of
small company financial statements to tailor certain disclosures to their client or company. Updated to incorporate changes arising from the
FRC's Triennial Review in December 2017, this Second Edition includes: FRS 102 The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK
and Republic of Ireland as amended for small companies (March 2018) FRS 105 The Financial Reporting Standard applicable to the microentities regime (March 2018) Companies Act 2006 and related statutory instruments Companies (Accounting) Act 2017 (for small and microentities in the Republic of Ireland) Small Company Financial Reporting is an invaluable resource for accountants and auditors with clients that
fall under the small company regime, as well as finance directors and owners of small companies affected by these changes. Steve Collings
FMAAT, FCCA is the audit and technical partner at Leavitt Walmsley Associates Ltd and a member of the UK GAAP Technical Advisory
Group at the Financial Reporting Council. He regularly lectures on small company reporting issues and the book benefits from his wide range
of experience in dealing with clients in this area. He is also the author of Accounts and Audit of Limited Liability Partnerships, Fifth Edition and
Financial Reporting for Unlisted Companies in the UK and the Republic of Ireland, Second Edition (both published by Bloomsbury
Professional).

The Course Book provides all the knowledge required for the Financial Statements of Limited Companies unit. The Course Books
cover the relevant syllabus comprehensively, at an appropriate level and in a clear, user-friendly way. Features include: practical
examples, tasks to consolidate learning, in-depth syllabus coverage, chapter summaries and keywords. Our materials and online
equivalents will help ensure you are ready for your assessments and prepared for your career in accounting.
This book provides a framework for understanding micro, small and medium sized enterprises (MSMEs) as important contributors
to economic growth. By examining the economic and investment decisions behind these businesses, the author shows how
managers of MSMEs can add value to the firm by applying managerial finance tools. Early chapters establish the basic tenets of
new venture development and financing and explore the economic environment that business-owners inhabit, focusing on venture
capital, microfinance intervention, and public sector interventions. Later chapters guide the reader through the process of financial
planning and forecasting, and valuation, finishing with insights into how to harvest investments and make sound financial
decisions. The book has interdisciplinary appeal and offers a timely consideration of MSMEs in developing economies. It will be
valuable reading for all interested in the management and development of small businesses, the finance of entrepreneurship and
policy affecting small and medium sized enterprises.
Now celebrating more than 50 years in publication, Frank Wood’s Business Accounting Volume 2 continues to provide an
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essential guide for accounting students around the world. With the 14th edition now repositioned to take a deeper focus on
financial accounting, analysis and reporting, this book builds upon the fundamentals of financial accounting to provide you with all
the necessary tools you need to help pass your accounting exams. New to this edition: · Focus on financial accounting, analysis
and reporting to provide further depth · 'Maths for Accounting' Chapter · 'Earnings Management' Chapter For lecturers, visit
www.pearsoned.co.uk/wood for our suite of resources to accompany this textbook, including: · a complete solutions guide ·
PowerPoint slides for each chapter Alan Sangster is Professor of Accounting at the University of Sussex and formerly at other
universities in the UK, Brazil, and Australia. Frank Wood formerly authored this text and he remains one of the best-selling authors
of accounting textbooks.
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